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ABSTRACT

In this project, a flow rate estimation mettrod will be developed using the

MATL^ab algorithm. This method can be use to estimate a volume flow rate of leaking

fluid to the environment.

On 2010, there was oil spill in BH fbepwater Horizon. Many assumptions have

been made about the total amount of leaking. Few methods have been devel@ but

none of them can be consider as accurate. At Ore en4 diffenent psths has becn omtc

out with different conclusion.

fire experiment will be basod on the Pafiical ltnage Velocimetry ef$ mahod.

An experiment will be set up for this shrdy. A Kinect 3D camera was used to rcoord &c

flow rate analogt. From the video, fen, sas of imagss was takcn $e @l]4fr& Thc

analysis was complaed usingthe Image ProcessingTml.

Bas€d on the analysis, the velocity with highest frroquency rocordod is 0.70t m/s

and the volume flow rate is 3.475 crnYs. While tte volumc flow ratc rcqH during

experiment is 3.333 cm3/s. Therefore the ditrerenoe p€rccntsgc is4269L.
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l.l

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Background of Study

On April20,20l0, a report of an explosion and fire aboard the

mobile offshore drilling unit Deepwater Horizon was released [0]. It is
informed that the rig was leaking at rate of 8,000 banels per day

(bbls/day). On April 22,2010, Deepwater Horizon sank, leaving one mile by

five mile sheen on the ocean's surface [0]. The leaks were caused by the

tbilure of the blowout pr€venter equipment to seal the well after the

explosion [9].

There wene so many flow estimations have been submitted regarding

the leak. The national Coast Guard announced during the first week of

explosion that the oil spill to the ocean was 8000 bblVday [2]. The scientists

from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) estimate

that the leak flow was 5000 bbls/day [2]. At the mean time, the independent

researcher and founder of SkyTruth.org estimate the flow was 5000 to 20

000 bblVday while Dr. Ian MacDonald fnom Florida State University

estimate 26 500 bblVday [2]. However as has been announced by BP, "there

is no way to estimate the flow coming out of the pipe accurately'[4.

This has cause difficulty in deciding the penalty that the company

should pay to the government. It is because the penalty was based on total

amountofoil spill. Under the BP claims program, the company has paid

$ 1,374,295,819 to the government due to this incident [9].



1.2 Problem Statement

Although BP has announced that there still no reliable methods to

estimate the oil flow accurately, scientists say there are actually many proven

techniques for doing just that [fl. BP's conclusion might be cause by the

limited information about the leakage at that time. The most common data

that can be used in this Gase ane satellite image of the sea surface and the

video of the leakage captured by the underwater remotely operaled vehicle

(ROV). Therefore therc is always a need to develop a new esimUion method

that can gives at least close to the exact flow rate.

There are few technique has been used to estimat€ flow rate.

One of it is "Bonn Convention". However this technique csnnot bc

considered as accurate because it judges the volume of the oil only base qr

the appearance at the water surface and as been said by Admiral I-rrdry from

NOAA that estimating surface volume from visual appearance ofan oil slick

was highly unreliable [2]. This has left us with another choice of estimcim

method which is by using the video ofthe leakage.

Objective

To acqufue 3D image from Kinect 3Dcamera

To develop an automated threedimensional mcasrrcment ftd
estimates ttp flow rate using an image basod techniquc.

To veri$ the accuracy of thc automabd mcalrunenrent by comparing

the results with the experimeirtal resrtts.

IJ
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t.4 Scope ofStudy

The study is about measuring the flow rate using the Image

Velocimetry technique. This technique is an optical method of flow

visualization used to obtain instantaneous velocity measurEments and

related properties in fluids I l]. The local fluid velocity can be measured by

measuring the fluid displacement from multiple particle images and dividing

that displacement by the time interval between the exposures. To get an

accurate instantaneous flow velocity, the time benveen exposures should bc

small compared to the time scales in the flow, and the spatial resolution of
the PIV sensor should be small compared to the length scales in the flow [4].

An experiment will be set up to get the visual data of the flow volume.

Kinect 3D- camera will be use to obtain the image. The camera will be

connected to the desktop using MATlab Image Acquisition Tool. Few image

frames will be taken for image analysis. This analysis will be done using

MATlab Image Processing Tool.

From this analysis, a graphical user inrcrface (GUI) will used together

with MATlab Image Processing Tool to get the velocity of the flow [8]. Then

from the data gathered, the flow rate algorithm can be govemed using

MATlab. This flow rate result will be compared larcr using the experimental

value.



2.1

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

National Commission on the BP DeepweterHorimn end Ofthone

Drilling

The paper work has discussed the estimaion made by various people.

It gives the figure of the estimated flow rate and also the tochnique uscd to

come out with the number. Although this paper only state ttre basic of the

technique use{ it can pr€s€nt the possible techniques to estimate the flow

rate for future development.

Admiral Ifltdry from NOAA has derived an estimation using "Bonn

Convention' and satellite imagery [2]. Bonn Convention involves using

aerial data to measurr thc extent of spill. By using the snface's color thcy

will estimate the thickness of various parts of spill, and then calculaE the

volume of oil. However, he notod Otatestimating strface volume ftom visual

appearance of an oil slick was "a highly unreliable process" [2]. This cannot

be consider as accurate because there might bc some oil from trc spill tlut

has been burned out during the explosion and fire at tlrc surface.

By using the sarcllitc imagery, John Amoq the founder of
SkyTruth.org has come out with his own estimation [2]. He muhiplies the

surface area of the spill by the minimum thickncss for thc oil to be visible m
the surface of I micron to gct the low number. Fon thc high number, he

multiplies with the significant thicker which is 100 miqon [2]. This sms
like more complicated because the thickness might be varies fiorn I micron

to 100 micron.



In other hand, Dr. Eugene Chiang estimated use the angle of flow and

the rate of which oil would naturally rise through sea water to estimate the

velocity of the oil coming out of the riser. Then he estimates the diameter of
the riser to come out with his final amount of oil leaks [2].

Dr. Timothy Crone, used a technique called Optical Plume

Velocimetry (OPV), which involves temporal cross+orelation of the visual

intensity of npo pixels in a video. This technique was recognized as the one

that is close to accurate estimation [3]. The prolonged of thistechnique has

been discussed by himself and his team in his research paper, optical Plume

Velocimetry: A New Flow Measurement Technique for Use in Seaflmr

Hydrothermal System.

Dr. Steve Wereley from Purdue University has used Particle Image

Velocimetry (PIV) technique to come out with his estimation of 36 090

bblVday [2]. This technique identifies and fact the distinct "flow stnrcturE'

that moves acnoss scroen in term of pixel. Then he factors it in scale and

volume to determine the flow rate [2]. This method has been said to be

accurate to a degree of plus or minus 20 percent [fl.

Bas€d on the techniques discussed in this paper, it can be conclude

the estimation can be done by using two types of source dah. FirS is using

the satellite image of the surface area. Neverthelesg the experts note tlrd

such methods arE not reliable for large spills, due in part of the difficulty to

determine the oil thickness [2]. The second soupe is the video data. This

technique has the possibility to be more accurate as the estimdion is base on

the flow from the riscr and proved to be significant more accuratc tran th€

official estimates [2]. unfortunately, BP still chooscs thc lowest number

from the Coast Guard as their offrcial flow lcakage [fl.



2.2 Optical Plume Velocimetry: A Nery Flow Measurcment Technique for

Use in Seafloor Hydrothermel System

This paper has discussed about the rcsearch and study done by Dr.

Timothy Crone and his team. The paper has discussed the basic theory for

his research, the laboratory simulation, computational methods used for

analysis, rcsult and discussion and also the implication of this study for

seafloor system.

Crone wrote about Theory of Turbulent Buoyant Jets and Plumes and

states that a key consideration for the development of and image-based flow

measurement technique is the evolution of constrained nozle flow into a

fully{eveloped fr,ee turbulent flow. McDuff has come out with the

parameter in case of pure jets which is the specific momentun flux at the

nozzle, M [3].

M = eW: AWz

Q: AW

Q is the nonle flow rate, W is the mean nozzle velocity, and A is the area of

the nozzle opening.
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Figare I: Schematic of simulated blrck smoker jel qpatusfron Ctone's qerinot
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Based on the figure above, fluid from the constant-head tank passed

through a flow straightener and downward into a main tank through anozzle.

The jet fluid consisted of tap water with _0.5 rvtolo NaCl to provide buoyancy

flux, and colloidal graphite particles to simulate black smoker particulates.

The main tank was filled with plain tap water. The nozzle flow rate was

adjusted by varying diameter and changing the constant-head tank overflow

height [3].

This article can be a good start in developing the basic concept of

Velocimetry technique. Crone did review others work in order to develop

his study. The analysis methods proposed in his research can ease other

researcher for future development in other area.

Kinect Depth Sensor Evaluation for Computer Vision Applicetions

This paper work was done by Anderson M.& Jensen T., and Lisouski

P. from Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Aarhus

University. This paper describes the evaluation done by the team for the

depth sensor (Kinect sensor) at the 3D camera This sensor basically was

used as a motion capture system [l].

The Kinect depth sensor technique was discussed where the image

processor will used the relative position of the dots in the pattem to

calculate the depth displacement []. The actual depth value is the same

distance from the camera-laser plane.



Figure 2: Description u low he Krrrec, deph estbnates srpl,,A b frrterTerd

There arc several software fiameworks that can bc usod to complcte

Kinect sensor analysis such like Microsoft Softrrare devclopt Kit (SDK),

OpcnNI, and OpenKinect. Theso thrce softrrare wre disqssed in tGrm ofttc
depth resolution and noise rcsi*ance. Ho*cvcr ltc paper sAE thrt ltc tcm
chooses to usc OpenNI framework sinoe it hss &c qrndlest dcpt diftrcnoc

measutment [].

The p,roperties of tlrc scns(r wcrc ehbq&d in tcrm of limity,
depth resolution, depth accuacy and procisiorl spdiat procision, stnE0rEl

noise, multi<amera sctup and also few gencral omsidcrtirns. CItcr

consideration for Kinect 3D carnera application was thc lcns distqtim,

calibration ard alrc $adow idcptr hagc IU.

In overall, this paper gives bcmer view in undcrfuditrg frc omoc6

of Kinect dcpth *nsor. Sincc this 3D-camera is nc a well kno*n usc bcrforp

other than for conptcr gamcs. Althougfi thc aulhon dful not mca0ln ay
possible futurc usagc c dcvelopmcnt, thc infamatim disrssod crn bc a

gat€way for many possible dcvclopme,n6.
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3.1 Research Methodologt

CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Complete the experirnent
and obtained the video

- select image from
time frame

- grayscale image
- select region of

interest (ROI)
- sclect PIV

pararn€ter
- cornpletc the

velocity analysis
- select arua mcan

valrrc
- enter thc parameter

needed
- used the formula:

Q- [ry^).A]/t

Compare the estimate
value with the

experimental value

Figure 4: Reseoch methdolog, fuw clwt

l0



3.2 Project Activities

3.1.1 Preliminary Research

PIV has become one of the most popular instnrment flow

measurrment in many field of study. Modern developments of
camera and laser technology, as well as PIV softwale, continue to

improve the performance of the PIV systems and their capability to

difficult flow measurement [4]. The sudies and finding from thc

previous work can be a revision in developing my study.

The major advantages ofthe PIV technique are [4]:

Fluid mechanics is a highly visual subject. Multiple instananeous

whole flow field velocity images provide visual confirmation of flow

patterns that is very useful in understanding flow phenomena.

l-arge quantities of image pairs can be obtained in a relatively short

period of time, and analyzed using a personal comput€.

3.1.2 Erperiment Setup

An experiment was set up like figure 7, so that the flow that

resemble the oil leakage can be captured using the Kinect 3Dcamcra

The apparatus and materials used for this experfunent arc:

l. Kinect 3D+amera and USB connector

Figwe 5: Kittcct 3D.aaneraodWB

ll



2. Watertank

3.20 ml Syringe

4. Water

5. Known amount of cooking oil as penetrate

Figttre 8: Illustratimfor the *Wiment settp

Figure 6: Water tott

Figure 7: 20 ml Syringe

t2



3.1.3 Obtain the Flow Image

For the experiment set up, the tank need to be fill with the

clear water until % of the full depth. The camera was placed

perpendicular with the oil flow. It is important to make sure that this

experiment was take place at the bright arca to avoid any shadow for

this experiment. This to make surc that the video recorded was in

good quality. The flow of the oil was created using the syringe as

nozzle.

The camera need to be connected with the computer first. The

camera will be installed as Image Acquisition Device. The camera

will rccord the oil flow into the water.

3.1.4 Data Analysis

During thc experiment the flow rate needs to be calculatod

first. The value will be compared latcr with the MATlab value. Sincc

the amount of oil use is knowrU the flow rate can be easily calculated

by dividing it with the time taken.

Volumerate,Q= Pgpo+v
I tme, t

A few frames ofthe flow will take for the analysis. The

images werc taken during the 12ft, l3h and 146 second. kter this

visual will be analyzed using the PMab GLII in MATlab image

processing tool.

l3



t.2 Gantt Chert

F"fP I - Semester January 2012

FfP 2 - Semester Mey 2012

Table 2: G@rtt clrcrfw FYP 2

ffi corplet€ task I ongoing task

Table I shows the Gantt chart during FYP l. Ilring the fir$ ftrcc

weeks, the time was allocated for project topic selection conduc"ted by the

Mechanical Engincering Dcpartrnent In week 3 to weck 6, the preliminary

research about thc topic sclected was done. At ftis stage, frequent discussion

was done with the main supervisor. The *udy continues with the e:eerimn[

sctup and the image requisition until week 9. Sorne improvenrents have boen

donc to the experiment setup and the video noed to be taken ngain in week I l.

No. DetailAVork 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0 ll t2 l3 l4
I Selection of Project Topic

2 heliminary Research

3 Set up the apparatus

4 Flow obsen ation experiment

5 Obtain single best video/image for
analvsis

6 Experiment improverno[ and
Retake vidoo for stereo analysis

7 Matching stereo images

Table I: Gow chutfor FfP I

No. D,etailAMork I 2 3 4 5 6 7 t 9 l0 ll t2 l3 t4
Experiment improvemcnt and
Retake video

2 Velocity analysis

3 Flow rate analysis

4 Flow rate estimation
analvsiJcomparison

5 R€oort writinc

l4



The improvements done in this phase is adding from using single camera to

two camera position in 45o from the parallel line. The liquid us as penetate

used also was change from printer ink to cooking oil. From week 12 to week

14 was spent for matching the stereo image captured from the cameras.

Table 2 shows the Gantt chart for FYP 2. For the first trro week$

some improvement has been done to the experiment setup by using the

Kinect 3D camera that was equipped with sensor for movement detection.

The flow was recorded again using this camera Week 3 until week 8 was

used for data analysis. At first, the analysis was done using by programming

in MATlab. Since the programming become mone complicate{ a graphical

user interface (GUI) was modified for the analysis. From week 9 to woek I l,
the flow rate from the analysis was compared with the experiment value.

Some changes were done to the GUI to improve the accuracy besed on the

experiment.

l5



CHAPTER 4

RESULT AI\ID DISCUSSION

4.1 Pre-analysis

The color images from the video need to convert into grayscale

because the MATlab tool cannot process the color image for velocimetry

analysis. The image can be converted one-by-one using MATlab Image

Processing Tool.

The coding to convert color image to grayscale image [8]:
,., I ., imrcd('innge_mtc.1pg'):
>. J - rgb2gay(l):
'. .' _/igure, imshow(J) ;

lFfum t
fth Edr ufr brcrl Toob o.radop $rrvtor HeIP

l'{Ji b'-i{toq/.8 EEI trE!

Figure 9: Flow at I

l6



4.2

Before start to analyze the image, one small area nearest to the noule

was selected as the region of interest (ROI). It is to make sure the result is the

instantaneous velocity of the oil flow from the nozzle.

Velocity Analysis

Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis will give more accurate

estimation due to multi pass using window deformation. This also may causs

the time taken for the analysis slightly longer compare to Direct Cross

Correlation (DCC).

Based on figure 10, the arows at the result imsg€ shows the vestor

detected from the analysis. At this point, the velocity of the flow already

available in pixel per second Gx/s). In order to convert the unit of the

velocity, the image flow need to be calibrate by the reference distance. The

interface will compared the real distance with the pixcl to give the velocity in

meter pcr second (n/s).

Figwe l0: FFT aolysis rrsah

t7
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I.'igure I I : Histogram of Frequency vs Yelrcity Magnitde (ils)

From the histogram we can see few velocities recorded with less

frequency. There are three velocities with highest frequency recorded. The

velocities are 0.279 m/s, 0.427 m/s and 0.708 m/s. Since there is more than

one dominant velocity, the area mean value will be used for volume rate

estimation. Which means through out the calculatioru the flow was assumed

having a constant flow rate.

l8



h'igure l2: Extruct porameterfromtlp srea

43 Volumetric Flow Rete Crlculetion

Ily assuming that the flow rate is constant,

thc volumctric ratc.

MA'l'lab coding to find the volumetric flow rate:

" clcur all

. '7. volumclnc llow retc

.'l) - 05 Todiunrctcrincm

l) .

0 5(xx)

.- t . 2 % trnrc llarnc lir thc mnlysis

t,2

' ' V -- O 5t0? 9. vcltruity fnrm PIV malysis in sr/s

0 5t()7

.. V. V'l(X) o/.vck)crly fnrn l'lVanalysis incm/s

I I (,7(Xl

. , A - pr'((l)/2)^2) 7i rxlrzlc rxrllcl rrrr in cm"2

we can develop our study to find

l9



A-

0. t!163

,1 q - 11VA).AI[ % volumc rac in crn^3/s

a"
2.t06D

The volume frrom the experiment is Q(exp) = 3.333 cm'/s

Percentage difference = 24.7 8 o/o

This diftsrence may be cause by the error iD conducting thc

experiment. There is no constant prcssur€ in the oil flow. This may cause the

errcr in flow rate value. Furtlrermore, Q (exp) is the total raf,e ftom the initial

time to the ending time. While the analysis is just benreen the 126 seoond

until 146 second which is only 2 second. In calcul*ing the Q, V was

assumed constant by taking the velocity of area mean valrrc.

If another velocity with high frequency was selected in detcrmine the

volume rate, the difference p€rcentaSe will be difference too.

For example if the velocity of 0.708 m/s was takeo r Sc flow

velocity, the volume rale will b 3.475 c'm3/s. Therefor€ tbe peroelrtage will

be only 4.260/o.

20



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AI\[D RECOMEI\TDATION

A Kinect 3-D Camera can use laboratory work despite the initial purpose of

it as game console. By using this camera" few steps in mafching the images can be

skipped. The camera was connected with computer and MATLab Image Acquisition

Tool as the framework-

By using MATIAb Image Processing Tool, the images were analyzed- The

flow was assumed having a constant flow rate. Basd on the arralysis, the velocity

with highest frequency recorded is 0.708 m/s and the vohmre flow rate is 3.475

cm!/s and the volume flow rate recorded during experiment is 3.333 cmYs. So, the

differcnce p€rcentage between the two values is 4'26Yu

The flow cannot be easily assumed as having the constmt flow rate.

Therefore, to make sure that the flow rate is constant, the experiment setry must be

improved. The motor should be include and connect to the nozzle. This is to make

sure that the oil has a constant pr€ssure and constan't flow ra[e.

Another GUI can be developed to calculate thc voltrme flow rate from tbe

velocity resulted in PIV analysis. The GUI can be developcd trsing tbe MATTAB

Graphical User Interface Development Environment (GLJIDE).

2t
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7a)Flow atl2n second
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http//en.wikipediaorg/ losion
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7b) Flow at 13th second

trFlgure 2
m*rt foots Oe*cop whdow HdP

7c) Flow at 146 second
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7d) Code for editing initial image to grayscale image

J' iiATLAB 7,12,O (R20r ta)
Flle Edn Debug Paralhl De*nop wlrxroTr Help

C:\Program FrlesV vl!: ICn a
ShortflJti 3 tlCIr,, to AIld 3 whsf3 ileuy

{' HsJ to MATIAB? Watdr $B Video, 3ee Demos, or read Geting started. x

>> clear a.l

>> J = rgb2grav(i);
>> ilfiurt, 1ruthov(J),
>> c - hrcad(,13ch.lFs,),
>> D = rgb2gray(C),
>> ilgure, uuthotJ(D),
>> i = mread(':qEh.lpS,),
>> F a rgb2g!ay(E),'
>> f,-gur*-, LEnhol, (F) ,
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7e) Selecting ROI
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7fl Selecting PIV setting

7g) PIV analysis and vector validation
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7h) Extract parameters fiom area

7j) Histogram of Frequency vs' Velocity

tdd(lrartrlrmH
GlRr$NsflffiUNltfl
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ft) MATlab code for volume rate calculation

Btlo,6l! -5 tfirb^dd .! rrrlrlk

i 'n r.t b ilATL$t wltdt ilt vldm- * D!E!q, ff ,r[t G€iliE sffi.
9 tt l',:Irrm'-rl: tI:H r6Ee
! >> o - o.t r drffi:er rn a5

I D.,
,t
E 0 . r!000

,i >> c - 2 t :r* frae fJr Lhc analysrs

E-

,> V - 0,rL07 I velocrly fro6 Pfv aEafyslt j.! e/J

0.510?

t' V . V,100 t v.toc1!y froE Pfv aa.ly!l! 1B 6/!

tl,0?00

;1 1 r g1r 1lD/lt ^lt I nozzl. ouEl.E .rc. a! @^2

t-

h 0.1tat
.l- -- t. I

cont.

D"lir rt, oildBl0
hrr!lrrr,1l !ffih
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